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INTRODUCTION 

Elements Race is a 4-day sports event for teams of 4 members, organized by Elements Race BV. 

The program consists of 2 coastal regattas (the actual number of starts could be increased or reduced based on weather conditions) and two stages 

off-road navigation, by Roadbook, onboard side-by-side ATVs.   

The event will take place from the 21st to the 24th September 2017. 

The event’s center-base is the Orza Scuola Vela located in Porto Pollo inside the Residence Blue Corner premises. 

Elements Race will provide to each participating team 1 (one) J70 boat, fully equipped, and 1 (one) Side-by-Side ATV, chosen amongst 3 categories 

(CF Moto Z625, Polaris RZR 800, Yamaha YXZ1000R). In case the Side-by-Side chosen becomes un-available, Elements Race will offer the participants 

to select again amongst the available vehicles. 

 

 

PROGRAM OF THE EVENT 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

The detailed schedule of the event (briefing times, stage start times, interview times…etc) will be communicated to the teams prior to the event 

start. 

The sequence of the stages could be modified by Elements Race consequently to local weather/sea forecast. 

The routes of the stages could be modified by Elements Race consequently to any unexpected event. 

The organization will take responsibility to inform the teams in timely manner of these changes. 
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MANDATORY* AND RECOMMENDED GEAR FOR PARTICIPANTS  

SAILING 

 All weather sailing clothing  

 Life Vest* (self-inflating type recommended) 

 GPS or Mobile Application with marine cartography of the area* (Navionics is recommended)  

 VHF Portable Radio* (can be borrowed free of charge with deposit) 

OFFROAD 

 Full-Face Helmet with visor* (offroad type + goggles is recommended) 

 Gloves* 

 Full body covering clothing*  

 Mobile Application, Tripmaster for Rally use* (3P Master is recommended) 

 GPS or Mobile Application with Compass Bearing indication*  

 Bar mount holders for all required devices* (Lifeproof for Mobile phones and Ram Mount for GPS devices are recommended) 

 

 
 

 

GENERAL REGULATIONS SAILING 

The specific regatta regulations will be explained during the briefing on site. 

 

 

GENERAL REGULATIONS OFFROAD 

The offroad stages will take place on OPEN ROADS and therefore subject to the normal ROAD REGULATION. 

Participants must at all times follow the Road Regulation code of conduct. 

Elements Race does not take any responsibility for any events that are consequence of the participant’s misconduct in relation to the open road 

regulation. 

Offroad navigation requires the usage of the Roadbook which will be provided to the participants (and explained during the briefing) the evening 

before each offroad stage. 

 

 

INSURANCE 

SAILING 

 The 3rd party insurance for the J70 boats is in place.  

 The UISP Regatta insurance is in place (including basic medical insurance). 

OFFROAD 

 The 3rd Party insurance for all vehicles is in place. 

 The deposit will be used as own risk to cover damages to your vehicle. 

MEDICAL 

 No supplementary medical insurance is in place. 

 It is recommended that you have your private insurance. 
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RANKING SYSTEM 

The detailed point system and penalty system will be explained during the 1st briefing on site. 

The overall ranking leader at the end of the 4th day will win 4 Orienteering timepieces by Terra Cielo Mare. 

 

 

APPLICATION FEES (p/p: per person, p/t: per team) 

 J70 + Own Side-by-Side: euro 450p/p (euro 1800p/t) 

 J70 + CF Moto Z625: euro 690p/p (euro 2760p/t) 

 J70 + Polaris RZR 800: euro 890p/p (euro 3560p/t) 

 J70 + Yamaha YXZ1000R: euro 1290p/p (euro 5160p/t) 

 

 

DEPOSIT 

 J70 + Own Side-by-Side: euro 300p/t 

 J70 + CF Moto Z625: euro 900p/t 

 J70 + Polaris RZR 800: euro 300p/t + Credit Card Guarantee (to full amount of damage for Polaris) 

 J70 + Yamaha YXZ1000R: euro 300p/t + Credit Card Guarantee (to full amount of damage for Yamaha) 

 

 

ACCESSORY FEES 

 UISP Association (Italian Amateur Sports Association and Insurance): euro 30p/p (mandatory for all participants if they are not already 

UISP associated) 

 Transfer to/from Olbia Port/Airport: euro 30p/p 

 Borrowing VHF Portable Radio: DEPOSIT euro200 (deposit will be kept if the radio is lost or broken) 

 Borrowing Self Inflating Life Vest: DEPOSIT euro150 (deposit will be kept if Vest is lost or broken; euro50 will be kept if the vest has been 

inflated) 

 

 

ACCOMODATION AND CATERING 

There is no requirement for accommodation choice (you can pick any hotel in the area), but we offer the following package at the Orza Scuola Vela 

base (the center of the events operations) which is highly recommended for the proximity to all the events and the briefings: 

 Accomodation + Full Board Catering: euro 250p/p. Includes: 

4 nights (20, 21, 22, 23 September) accommodation in en-suite apartment for your team (4 beds)  

4 breakfasts (21, 22, 23, 24 September) 

4 packed lunch boxes (21, 22, 23, 24 September) 

4 dinners (21, 22, 23, 24 September) (alcohol drinks are not included but can be purchased on site) 

 Bed & Breakfast accommodation for any extra night before or after the event: euro 50p/p 

 Linen Kit Rental for the 4 nights: euro 20p/p 

 Towel Kit Rental for the 4 days: euro 20p/p 

 

 

NOT INCLUDED IN THE APPLICATION FEES 

 Accomodation  

 Transfers to/from Porto Pollo 

 Vehicle Fuel 

 

 

CONTACTS 

The organisation can be reached at the following: 

info@elementsrace.com  

T.NL- +31.6.46699495 (Guglielmo Fontana-Rava)  

T.ITA-+39.347.5564253 (Danil Kuzvesov) 

mailto:info@elementsrace.com

